HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER READING 2020

GRADES 9-12
All high school students are encouraged to read over the summer. Below you will find a list of recommended books to choose
from. These selections span a diverse and inclusive range of genres, reading levels, maturity levels, and cultural areas for
high school students in grades 9-12, ages fourteen to eighteen and postgraduates. In order to engage the interest of teen
readers, appeal to a diverse range of backgrounds, and stimulate critical thinking, the book selections may include those that
involve sensitive issues or characters navigating mature situations. We encourage parents to take an active role in helping
students to choose the books that are the best fit for them and their families. Common Sense Media: Age Based Media Reviews
for Families (comonsensemedia.org) is an excellent resource to assist parents in identifying any potentially sensitive areas
within books, movies, and other media.

Internment by Samira Ahmed
Fiction: dystopian, science fiction

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "Rebellions are built on hope. Set in a horrifying near-future United States, seventeenyear-old Layla Amin and her parents are forced into an internment camp for Muslim American citizens. With
the help of newly made friends also trapped within the internment camp, her boyfriend on the outside, and an
unexpected alliance, Layla begins a journey to fight for freedom, leading a revolution against the internment
camp's Director and his guards. Heart-racing and emotional, Internment challenges readers to fight complicit
silence that exists in our society today."

The Marrow Thieves by Cherie Dimaline
Fiction: dystopian, science fiction

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "In a futuristic world ravaged by global warming, people have lost the ability to dream,
and the dreamlessness has led to widespread madness. The only people still able to dream are North America's
Indigenous people, and it is their marrow that holds the cure for the rest of the world. But getting the marrow,
and dreams, means death for the unwilling donors. Driven to flight, a fifteen-year-old and his companions
struggle for survival, attempt to reunite with loved ones and take refuge from the "recruiters" who seek them
out to bring them to the marrow-stealing 'factories.'"

Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You by Ibram X. Kendi and
Jason Reynolds
Nonfiction

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "A timely, crucial, and empowering exploration of racism--and antiracism--in America
This is NOT a history book.This is a book about the here and now. A book to help us better understand why we
are where we are.A book about race. The construct of race has always been used to gain and keep power, to
create dynamics that separate and silence. This remarkable reimagining of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi's National Book
Award-winning Stamped from the Beginning reveals the history of racist ideas in America, and inspires hope for
an antiracist future. It takes you on a race journey from then to now, shows you why we feel how we feel, and
why the poison of racism lingers. It also proves that while racist ideas have always been easy to fabricate and
distribute, they can also be discredited. Through a gripping, fast-paced, and energizing narrative written by
beloved award-winner Jason Reynolds, this book shines a light on the many insidious forms of racist ideas--and
on ways readers can identify and stamp out racist thoughts in their daily lives."

Between the World and Me by Ta-Nehisi Coates
Nonfiction

Interest Level: Adult crossover
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From the publisher: "Winner, Kirkus Prize for Non-Fiction, 2015 In the 150 years since the end of the Civil War
and the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment, the story of race and America has remained a brutally simple
one, written on flesh: it is the story of the black body, exploited to create the country''s foundational wealth,
violently segregated to unite a nation after a civil war, and, today, still disproportionately threatened, locked up
and killed in the streets. What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way to live within it? And how can
America reckon with its fraught racial history? Between the World and Meis Ta-Nehisi Coates'' attempt to answer
those questions, presented in the form of a letter to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son the story of
his own awakening to the truth about history and race through a series of revelatory experiences: immersion in
nationalist mythology as a child; engagement with history, poetry and love at Howard University; travels to Civil
War battlefields and the South Side of Chicago; a journey to France that reorients his sense of the world; and
pilgrimages to the homes of mothers whose children''s lives have been taken as American plunder. Taken
together, these stories map a winding path towards a kind of liberation--a journey from fear and confusion, to a
full and honest understanding of the world as it is. Masterfully woven from lyrical personal narrative, reimagined
history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the World and Meoffers a powerful new framework
for understanding America''s history and current crisis, and a transcendent vision for a way forward."

The 57 Bus by Dashka Slater
Nonfiction

Interest Level: High school/young adult interest

From the publisher: "One teenager in a skirt. One teenager with a lighter. One moment that changes both of
their lives forever. If it weren't for the 57 bus, Sasha and Richard never would have met. Both were high school
students from Oakland, California, one of the most diverse cities in the country, but they inhabited different
worlds. Sasha, a white teen, lived in the middle-class foothills and attended a small private school. Richard, a
black teen, lived in the crime-plagued flatlands and attended a large public one. Each day, their paths
overlapped for a mere eight minutes. But one afternoon on the bus ride home from school, a single reckless
act left Sasha severely burned, and Richard charged with two hate crimes and facing life imprisonment. The
case garnered international attention, thrusting both teenagers into the spotlight."

After the Shot Drops by Randy Ribay
Fiction: sports

Interest Level: High school/young adult interest

From the publisher: "A powerful novel about friendship, basketball, and one teen's mission to create a better
life for his family. Written in the tradition of Jason Reynolds, Matt de la Peña, and Walter Dean Myers. Bunny and
Nasir have been best friends forever, but when Bunny accepts an athletic scholarship across town, Nasir feels
betrayed. While Bunny tries to fit in with his new, privileged peers, Nasir spends more time with his cousin,
Wallace, who is being evicted. Nasir can't help but wonder why the neighborhood is falling over itself to help
Bunny when Wallace is in trouble. When Wallace makes a bet against Bunny, Nasir is faced with an impossible
decision—maybe a dangerous one. Told from alternating perspectives, After the Shot Drops is a heartpounding story about the responsibilities of great talent and the importance of compassion."

Dry by Neal Shusterman
Fiction: dystopian/speculative , suspense

Interest Level: High school/young adult interest

From the publisher: "When the California drought escalates to catastrophic proportions, one teen is forced to
make life and death decisions for her family in this harrowing story of survival from New York Times bestselling
author Neal Shusterman and Jarrod Shusterman. The drought—or the Tap-Out, as everyone calls it—has been
going on for a while now. Everyone’s lives have become an endless list of don’ts: don’t water the lawn, don’t fill
up your pool, don’t take long showers. Until the taps run dry. Suddenly, Alyssa’s quiet suburban street spirals
into a warzone of desperation; neighbors and families turned against each other on the hunt for water. And
when her parents don’t return and her life—and the life of her brother—is threatened, Alyssa has to make
impossible choices if she’s going to survive."

The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas
Fiction: realistic

Interest level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where
she lives and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is
shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police
officer. Khalil was unarmed.Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe
even a drug dealer and a gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some cops and the
local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went down
that night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr."
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The Book of Unknown Americans by Cristina Henriquez
Fiction: fiction Interest Level: Adult crossover
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From the publisher: "A boy and a girl who fall in love. Two families whose hopes collide with destiny. An
extraordinary novel that offers a resonant new definition of what it means to be American. Arturo and Alma Rivera
have lived their whole lives in Mexico. One day, their beautiful fifteen-year-old daughter, Maribel, sustains a terrible
injury, one that casts doubt on whether she’ll ever be the same. And so, leaving all they have behind, the Riveras
come to America with a single dream: that in this country of great opportunity and resources, Maribel can get
better. When Mayor Toro, whose family is from Panama, sees Maribel in a Dollar Tree store, it is love at first sight.
It’s also the beginning of a friendship between the Rivera and Toro families, whose web of guilt and love and
responsibility is at this novel’s core. Woven into their stories are the testimonials of men and women who have
come to the United States from all over Latin America. Their journeys and their voices will inspire you, surprise
you, and break your heart. Suspenseful, wry and immediate, rich in spirit and humanity, The Book of Unknown
Americans is a work of rare force and originality.."

Darius the Great is Not Okay by Adib Khoram
Fiction: realistic

Interest Level: High school/young adult interest

From the publisher: "Darius Kellner speaks better Klingon than Farsi, and he knows more about Hobbit social
cues than Persian ones. He’s a Fractional Persian—half, his mom’s side—and his first-ever trip to Iran is about to
change his life. Darius has never really fit in at home, and he’s sure things are going to be the same in Iran. His
clinical depression doesn’t exactly help matters, and trying to explain his medication to his grandparents only
makes things harder. Then Darius meets Sohrab, the boy next door, and everything changes. Soon, they’re
spending their days together, playing soccer, eating faludeh, and talking for hours on a secret rooftop
overlooking the city’s skyline. Sohrab calls him Darioush—the original Persian version of his name—and Darius
has never felt more like himself than he does now that he’s Darioush to Sohrab. Adib Khorram’s brilliant debut is
for anyone who’s ever felt not good enough—then met a friend who makes them feel so much better than
okay."
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The Poet X by Elizabeth Acevedo
Fiction, Poetry: novels in verse, realistic

Interest Level: High school/young adult interest

From the publisher: "Fans of Jacqueline Woodson, Meg Medina, and Jason Reynolds will fall hard for this
astonishing #ownvoices novel-in-verse by an award-winning slam poet, about an Afro-Latina heroine who tells
her story with blazing words and powerful truth. Xiomara Batista feels unheard and unable to hide in her
Harlem neighborhood. Ever since her body grew into curves, she has learned to let her fists and her fierceness
do the talking. But Xiomara has plenty she wants to say, and she pours all her frustration and passion onto the
pages of a leather notebook, reciting the words to herself like prayers—especially after she catches feelings for
a boy in her bio class named Aman, who her family can never know about. With Mami’s determination to force
her daughter to obey the laws of the church, Xiomara understands that her thoughts are best kept to herself.
So when she is invited to join her school’s slam poetry club, she doesn’t know how she could ever attend
without her mami finding out. But she still can’t stop thinking about performing her poems. Because in the face
of a world that may not want to hear her, Xiomara refuses to be silent."

Educated by Tara Westover
Nonfiction: memoir

Interest Level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "Tara Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Born to
survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, she prepared for the end of the world by stockpiling home-canned
peaches and sleeping with her “head-for-the-hills” bag. In the summer she stewed herbs for her mother, a
midwife and healer, and in the winter she salvaged metal in her father’s junkyard. Her father distrusted the
medical establishment, so Tara never saw a doctor or nurse. Gashes and concussions, even burns from
explosions, were all treated at home with herbalism. The family was so isolated from mainstream society that
there was no one to ensure the children received an education, and no one to intervene when an older brother
became violent. When another brother got himself into college and came back with news of the world beyond
the mountain, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. She taught herself enough mathematics, grammar, and
science to take the ACT and was admitted to Brigham Young University. There, she studied psychology, politics,
philosophy, and history, learning for the first time about pivotal world events like the Holocaust and the Civil
Rights Movement. Her quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her over oceans and across continents, to
Harvard and to Cambridge University. Only then would she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a
way home. Educated is an account of the struggle for self-invention. It is a tale of fierce family loyalty, and of the
grief that comes from severing one’s closest ties. With the acute insight that distinguishes all great writers,
Westover has crafted a universal coming-of-age story that gets to the heart of what an education is and what it
offers: the perspective to see one’s life through new eyes, and the will to change it."
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One Shot at Forever: A Small Town, An Unlikely
Coach, and a Magical Baseball Season by Chris
Ballard
Nonfiction: sports/baseball history

Interest Level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "In 1971, a small-town high school baseball team from rural Illinoisplaying with hand-medown uniforms and peace signs on their hatsdefied convention and the odds. Led by an English teacher with
nocoaching experience, the Macon Ironmen emerged from a field of 370teams to become the smallest school
in modern Illinois history to make thestate final, a distinction that still stands. There, sporting longhair, and
warming up to Jesus Christ Superstar, the Ironmen would playa dramatic game against a Chicago powerhouse
that would change theirlives forever.In a gripping, cinematic narrative, Sports Illustrated writer ChrisBallard tells
the story of the team and its coach, Lynn Sweet, ahippie, dreamer and intellectual who arrived in Macon in
1966,bringing progressive ideas to a town stuck in the Eisenhower era.Beloved by students but not
administration, Sweet reluctantly tookover a rag-tag team, intent on teaching the boys as much about life as
baseball. Inspired by Sweet's unconventional methods and led by fierystar Steve Shartzer and spindly curveball
artist John Heneberry, the undersized, undermanned Macon Ironmen embarked on an improbable postseason
run that infuriated rival coaches and buoyed an entire town.Beginning with Sweet's arrival, Ballard takes readers
on a journey back to the Ironmen's historic season and then on to the present day,returning to the 1971
Ironmen to explore the effect the game had ontheir lives' trajectories--and the men they've become because of
it. Engaging and poignant, One Shot at Forever is a testament to the powerof high school sports to shape the
lives of those who play them, andit reminds us that there are few bonds more sacred than that among acoach,
a team, and a town"

Rated by Melissa Grey
Nonfiction: fiction

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "The ratings are real. One number, 0 to 100, determines your place in society. Earn a high
rating, and the world is yours for the taking. But fall to zero, and you may as well cease to exist."

I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter by Erika L.
Sanchez
Fiction: realistic

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "Perfect Mexican daughters do not go away to college. And they do not move out of their
parents' house after high school graduation. Perfect Mexican daughters never abandon their family. But Julia is
not your perfect Mexican daughter. That was Olga's role. Then a tragic accident on the busiest street in
Chicago leaves Olga dead and Julia left behind to reassemble the shattered pieces of her family. And no one
seems to acknowledge that Julia is broken, too. Instead, her mother seems to channel her grief into pointing out
every possible way Julia has failed. But it's not long before Julia discovers that Olga might not have been as
perfect as everyone thought. With the help of her best friend, Lorena, and her first love (first everything),
Connor, Julia is determined to find out. Was Olga really what she seemed? Or was there more to her sister's
story? And either way, how can Julia even attempt to live up to a seemingly impossible ideal?"

Just Mercy by Bryan Stevenson

Nonfiction: law and social justice Interest Level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "A powerful true story about the potential for mercy to redeem us, and a clarion call to fix
our broken system of justice—from one of the most brilliant and influential lawyers of our time Bryan Stevenson
was a young lawyer when he founded the Equal Justice Initiative, a legal practice dedicated to defending those
most desperate and in need: the poor, the wrongly condemned, and women and children trapped in the
farthest reaches of our criminal justice system. One of his first cases was that of Walter McMillian, a young man
who was sentenced to die for a notorious murder he insisted he didn’t commit. The case drew Bryan into a
tangle of conspiracy, political machination, and legal brinksmanship—and transformed his understanding of
mercy and justice forever. Just Mercy is at once an unforgettable account of an idealistic, gifted young lawyer’s
coming of age, a moving window into the lives of those he has defended, and an inspiring argument for
compassion in the pursuit of true justice."
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Nyxia by Scott Reintgen
Fiction: science fiction

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "Every life has a price in this sci-fi thriller that has the nonstop action of The Maze Runner
and the high-stakes space setting of Illuminae. This is the first in a new three-book series called the Nyxia Triad
that will take a group of broken teens to the far reaches of the universe and force them to decide what they’re
willing to risk for a lifetime of fortune. Emmett Atwater isn’t just leaving Detroit; he’s leaving Earth. Why the Babel
Corporation recruited him is a mystery, but the number of zeroes on their contract has him boarding their
lightship and hoping to return to Earth with enough money to take care of his family. Forever. Before long,
Emmett discovers that he is one of ten recruits, all of whom have troubled pasts and are a long way from home.
Now each recruit must earn the right to travel down to the planet of Eden—a planet that Babel has kept hidden
—where they will mine a substance called Nyxia that has quietly become the most valuable material in the
universe. But Babel’s ship is full of secrets. And Emmett will face the ultimate choice: win the fortune at any cost,
or find a way to fight that won’t forever compromise what it means to be human."

All American Boys by Jason Reynolds and Brendan Kiely
Fiction: realistic Interest Level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "In an unforgettable new novel from award-winning authors Jason Reynolds and Brendan
Kiely, two teens—one black, one white—grapple with the repercussions of a single violent act that leaves their
school, their community, and, ultimately, the country bitterly divided by racial tension.A bag of chips. That’s all
sixteen-year-old Rashad is looking for at the corner bodega. What he finds instead is a fist-happy cop, Paul
Galluzzo, who mistakes Rashad for a shoplifter, mistakes Rashad’s pleadings that he’s stolen nothing for
belligerence, mistakes Rashad’s resistance to leave the bodega as resisting arrest, mistakes Rashad’s every flinch
at every punch the cop throws as further resistance and refusal to STAY STILL as ordered. But how can you stay
still when someone is pounding your face into the concrete pavement? But there were witnesses: Quinn Collins
—a varsity basketball player and Rashad’s classmate who has been raised by Paul since his own father died in
Afghanistan—and a video camera. Soon the beating is all over the news and Paul is getting threatened with
accusations of prejudice and racial brutality. Quinn refuses to believe that the man who has basically been his
savior could possibly be guilty. But then Rashad is absent. And absent again. And again. And the basketball team
—half of whom are Rashad’s best friends—start to take sides. As does the school. And the town. Simmering
tensions threaten to explode as Rashad and Quinn are forced to face decisions and consequences they had
never considered before. Written in tandem by two award-winning authors, this tour de force shares the
alternating perspectives of Rashad and Quinn as the complications from that single violent moment, the type
taken from the headlines, unfold and reverberate to highlight an unwelcome truth."

All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr
Fiction: historical fiction

Interest Level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "From the highly acclaimed, multiple award-winning Anthony Doerr, the beautiful,
stunningly ambitious instant New York Times bestseller about a blind French girl and a German boy whose
paths collide in occupied France as both try to survive the devastation of World War II. Marie-Laure lives with
her father in Paris near the Museum of Natural History, where he works as the master of its thousands of locks.
When she is six, Marie-Laure goes blind and her father builds a perfect miniature of their neighborhood so she
can memorize it by touch and navigate her way home. When she is twelve, the Nazis occupy Paris and father
and daughter flee to the walled citadel of Saint-Malo, where Marie-Laure’s reclusive great-uncle lives in a tall
house by the sea. With them they carry what might be the museum’s most valuable and dangerous jewel. In a
mining town in Germany, the orphan Werner grows up with his younger sister, enchanted by a crude radio they
find. Werner becomes an expert at building and fixing these crucial new instruments, a talent that wins him a
place at a brutal academy for Hitler Youth, then a special assignment to track the resistance. More and more
aware of the human cost of his intelligence, Werner travels through the heart of the war and, finally, into SaintMalo, where his story and Marie-Laure’s converge."

They Called Us Enemy by George Takei
Graphic Nonfiction: memoir, historical nonfiction

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "George Takei has captured hearts and minds worldwide with his captivating stage
presence and outspoken commitment to equal rights. But long before he braved new frontiers in Star Trek, he
woke up as a four-year-old boy to find his own birth country at war with his father's--and their entire family
forced from their home into an uncertain future. In a stunning graphic memoir, Takei revisits his haunting
childhood in American concentration camps, as one of over 100,000 Japanese Americans imprisoned by the
U.S. government during World War II. Experience the forces that shaped an American icon--and America itself-in this gripping tale of courage, country, loyalty, and love."
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Dragon Hoops by Gene Luen Yang
Graphic novel

Interest Level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "In his latest graphic novel, Dragon Hoops, New York Times bestselling author Gene Luen
Yang turns the spotlight on his life, his family, and the high school where he teaches. Gene understands stories
—comic book stories, in particular. Big action. Bigger thrills. And the hero always wins. But Gene doesn’t get
sports. As a kid, his friends called him “Stick” and every basketball game he played ended in pain. He lost interest
in basketball long ago, but at the high school where he now teaches, it's all anyone can talk about. The men’s
varsity team, the Dragons, is having a phenomenal season that’s been decades in the making. Each victory
brings them closer to their ultimate goal: the California State Championships. Once Gene gets to know these
young all-stars, he realizes that their story is just as thrilling as anything he’s seen on a comic book page. He
knows he has to follow this epic to its end. What he doesn’t know yet is that this season is not only going to
change the Dragons’s lives, but his own life as well."

Obsessed: A Memoir of My Life with OCD by Allison Britz
Nonfiction: memoir, mental health

Interest Level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "A brave teen recounts her debilitating struggle with obsessive-compulsive disorder—and
brings readers through every painful step as she finds her way to the other side—in this powerful and inspiring
memoir. Until sophomore year of high school, fifteen-year-old Allison Britz lived a comfortable life in an idyllic
town. She was a dedicated student with tons of extracurricular activities, friends, and loving parents at home.
But after awakening from a vivid nightmare in which she was diagnosed with brain cancer, she was convinced
the dream had been a warning. Allison believed that she must do something to stop the cancer in her dream
from becoming a reality. It started with avoiding sidewalk cracks and quickly grew to counting steps as loudly as
possible. Over the following weeks, her brain listed more dangers and fixes. She had to avoid hair dryers,
calculators, cell phones, computers, anything green, bananas, oatmeal, and most of her own clothing. Unable to
act “normal,” the once-popular Allison became an outcast. Her parents questioned her behavior, leading to
explosive fights. When notebook paper, pencils, and most schoolbooks were declared dangerous to her health,
her GPA imploded, along with her plans for the future. Finally, she allowed herself to ask for help and was
diagnosed with obsessive-compulsive disorder. This brave memoir tracks Allison’s descent and ultimately
hopeful climb out of the depths."

Killers of the Flower Moon by David Grann
Nonfiction: historical

Interest Level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were members of the Osage
Indian nation in Oklahoma. After oil was discovered beneath their land, they rode in chauffeured automobiles,
built mansions, and sent their children to study in Europe.
Then, one by one, the Osage began to be killed
off. The family of an Osage woman, Mollie Burkhart, became a prime target. Her relatives were shot and
poisoned. And it was just the beginning, as more and more members of the tribe began to die under
mysterious circumstances.
In this last remnant of the Wild West--where oilmen like J. P. Getty made their
fortunes and where desperadoes like Al Spencer, the "Phantom Terror," roamed--many of those who dared to
investigate the killings were themselves murdered. As the death toll climbed to more than twenty-four, the FBI
took up the case. It was one of the organization's first major homicide investigations and the bureau badly
bungled the case. In desperation, the young director, J. Edgar Hoover, turned to a former Texas Ranger
named Tom White to unravel the mystery. White put together an undercover team, including one of the only
American Indian agents in the bureau. The agents infiltrated the region, struggling to adopt the latest
techniques of detection. Together with the Osage they began to expose one of the most chilling conspiracies
in American history. In Killers of the Flower Moon, David Grann revisits a shocking series of crimes in which
dozens of people were murdered in cold blood. Based on years of research and startling new evidence, the
book is a masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, as each step in the investigation reveals a series of sinister
secrets and reversals. But more than that, it is a searing indictment of the callousness and prejudice toward
American Indians that allowed the murderers to operate with impunity for so long. Killers of the Flower Moon
is utterly compelling, but also emotionally devastating."

Boys Don't Knit (In Public) by T.S. Easton
Fiction: realistic Interest Level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "After an incident regarding a crossing guard and a bottle of Martini & Rossi (and his
friends), 17-year-old worrier Ben Fletcher must develop his sense of social alignment, take up a hobby, and do
some community service to avoid any further probation.He takes a knitting class (it was that or his father's
mechanic class) with the impression that it's taught by the hot teacher all the boys like. Turns out, it's not.
Perfect. Regardless, he sticks with it and comes to discover he's a natural knitter, maybe even great. It also helps
ease his anxiety and worrying. The only challenge now is to keep it hidden from his friends, his crush, and his
soccer-obsessed father. What a tangled web Ben has weaved . . . or knitted."
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Dear Martin by Nic Stone
Fiction: realistic

Interest Level: High school/young adult
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From the publisher: "Raw, captivating, and undeniably real, Nic Stone joins industry giants Jason Reynolds
and Walter Dean Myers as she boldly tackles American race relations in this stunning debut. Justyce McAllister
is top of his class and set for the Ivy League--but none of that matters to the police officer who just put him in
handcuffs. And despite leaving his rough neighborhood behind, he can't escape the scorn of his former peers
or the ridicule of his new classmates. Justyce looks to the teachings of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. for answers.
But do they hold up anymore? He starts a journal to Dr. King to find out. Then comes the day Justyce goes
driving with his best friend, Manny, windows rolled down, music turned up--way up, sparking the fury of a
white off-duty cop beside them. Words fly. Shots are fired. Justyce and Manny are caught in the crosshairs. In
the media fallout, it's Justyce who is under attack."

The Athena Protocol by Shamim Sarif
Fiction: action/adventure

Interest Level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "Bourne Identity meets Karen McManus in this action-packed series opener about a
spy gone rogue, perfect for fans of Ally Carter and Killing Eve. Jessie Archer is a member of the Athena
Protocol, an elite organization of female spies who enact vigilante justice around the world. Athena operatives
are never supposed to shoot to kill--so when Jessie can't stop herself from pulling the trigger, she gets kicked
out of the organization, right before a huge mission to take down a human trafficker in Belgrade. Jessie needs
to right her wrong and prove herself, so she starts her own investigation into the trafficking. But going rogue
means she has no one to watch her back as she delves into the horrors she uncovers. Meanwhile, her former
teammates have been ordered to bring her down. Jessie must face danger from all sides if she's to complete
her mission--and survive. Don't miss this gripping page-turner that New York Times bestselling author Patrick
Ness called "a ferocious, take-no-prisoners thriller that actually thrills!""

Alif the Unseen by G. Willow Wilson
Fiction: action/adventure

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "In an unnamed Middle Eastern security state, a young Arab-Indian hacker, who goes
by Alif, shields his clients—dissidents, outlaws, revolutionaries, and other watched groups—from surveillance,
and tries to stay out of trouble. The aristocratic woman Alif loves has jilted him for a prince chosen by her
parents, and his computer has just been breached by the state’s electronic security force, putting his clients
and himself on the line. Then it turns out his lover’s new fiancé is the “Hand of God,” as they call the head of
state security, and his henchmen come after Alif, driving him underground. When Alif discovers The Thousand
and One Days, the secret book of the jinn, which both he and the Hand suspect may unleash a new level of
information technology, the stakes are raised and Alif must struggle for life or death, aided by forces seen and
unseen."

The Best We Could Do by Thi Bui
Graphic memoir

Interest Level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "An intimate and poignant graphic novel portraying one family’s journey from wartorn Vietnam, from debut author Thi Bui. This beautifully illustrated and emotional story is an evocative
memoir about the search for a better future and a longing for the past. Exploring the anguish of
immigration and the lasting effects that displacement has on a child and her family, Bui documents the
story of her family’s daring escape after the fall of South Vietnam in the 1970s, and the difficulties they
faced building new lives for themselves. At the heart of Bui’s story is a universal struggle: While adjusting
to life as a first-time mother, she ultimately discovers what it means to be a parent—the endless sacrifices,
the unnoticed gestures, and the depths of unspoken love. Despite how impossible it seems to take on the
simultaneous roles of both parent and child, Bui pushes through. With haunting, poetic writing and
breathtaking art, she examines the strength of family, the importance of identity, and the meaning of
home. In what Pulitzer Prize–winning novelist Viet Thanh Nguyen calls “a book to break your heart and
heal it,” The Best We Could Do brings to life Thi Bui’s journey of understanding, and provides inspiration to
all of those who search for a better future while longing for a simpler past."
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Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi
Fiction: historical

Interest Level: Adult crossover
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From the publisher: "The unforgettable New York Times best seller begins with the story of two halfsisters, separated by forces beyond their control: one sold into slavery, the other married to a British
slaver. Written with tremendous sweep and power, Homegoing traces the generations of family who
follow, as their destinies lead them through two continents and three hundred years of history, each life
indeliably drawn, as the legacy of slavery is fully revealed in light of the present day. Effia and Esi are
born into different villages in eighteenth-century Ghana. Effia is married off to an Englishman and lives in
comfort in the palatial rooms of Cape Coast Castle. Unbeknownst to Effia, her sister, Esi, is imprisoned
beneath her in the castle’s dungeons, sold with thousands of others into the Gold Coast’s booming slave
trade, and shipped off to America, where her children and grandchildren will be raised in slavery. One
thread of Homegoing follows Effia’s descendants through centuries of warfare in Ghana, as the Fante
and Asante nations wrestle with the slave trade and British colonization. The other thread follows Esi
and her children into America. From the plantations of the South to the Civil War and the Great
Migration, from the coal mines of Pratt City, Alabama, to the jazz clubs and dope houses of twentiethcentury Harlem, right up through the present day, Homegoing makes history visceral, and captures, with
singular and stunning immediacy, how the memory of captivity came to be inscribed in the soul of a
nation."

Hey Kiddo by Jarrett J. Krosoczka
Graphic Nonfiction

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "In kindergarten, Jarrett Krosoczka's teacher asks him to draw his family, with a
mommy and a daddy. But Jarrett's family is much more complicated than that. His mom is an addict, in
and out of rehab, and in and out of Jarrett's life. His father is a mystery -- Jarrett doesn't know where to
find him, or even what his name is. Jarrett lives with his grandparents -- two very loud, very loving, very
opinionated people who had thought they were through with raising children until Jarrett came along.
Jarrett goes through his childhood trying to make his non-normal life as normal as possible, finding a way
to express himself through drawing even as so little is being said to him about what's going on. Only as a
teenager can Jarrett begin to piece together the truth of his family, reckoning with his mother and tracking
down his father. Hey, Kiddo is a profoundly important memoir about growing up in a family grappling with
addiction, and finding the art that helps you survive."

Moonrise by Sarah Crossan
Fiction: realistic

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "From Carnegie Award-winning author Sarah Crossan comes a poignant and
thought-provoking novel that explores life, death, love and forgiveness. Seventeen-year-old Joe hasn't
seen his brother in ten years. Ed didn't walk out on the family, not exactly. It's something more brutal.
Ed's locked up -- on death row. Now his execution date has been set, and the clock is ticking. Joe is
determined to spend those last weeks with his brother, no matter what other people think ... and no
matter whether Ed committed the crime. But did he? And does it matter, in the end? This poignant,
timely, heartbreaking novel asks big questions: What value do you place on life? What can you forgive?
And just how do you say goodbye?"

Anger is a Gift by Mark Oshiro
Fiction: realistic

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "Moss Jeffries is many things—considerate student, devoted son, loyal friend and
affectionate boyfriend, enthusiastic nerd. But sometimes Moss still wishes he could be someone else—
someone without panic attacks, someone whose father was still alive, someone who hadn’t become a
rallying point for a community because of one horrible night. And most of all, he wishes he didn’t feel so
stuck. Moss can’t even escape at school—he and his friends are subject to the lack of funds and crumbling
infrastructure at West Oakland High, as well as constant intimidation by the resource officer stationed in
their halls. That was even before the new regulations—it seems sometimes that the students are treated
more like criminals. Something will have to change—but who will listen to a group of teens? When
tensions hit a fever pitch and tragedy strikes again, Moss must face a difficult choice: give in to fear and
hate or realize that anger can actually be a gift."
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Cracking the Bell by Geoff Herbach
Fiction: sports

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "Friday Night Lights meets Concussion in this powerful and important novel by
Geoff Herbach, author of the Stupid Fast series, exploring the dangerous concussion crisis in football
through the eyes of a high school team captain. Isaiah loves football. In fact, football saved Isaiah’s life,
giving him structure and discipline after his sister’s death tore his family apart. But when Isaiah gets
knocked out cold on the field, he learns there’s a lot more to lose than football. While recovering from a
concussion, Isaiah wonders what his life would look like without the game. All his friends are on the
team, and Isaiah knows they can’t win without him. The scholarship offer from Cornell is only on the
table if he keeps playing. And without football, what would keep his family together? What would prevent
him from sliding back into the habits that nearly destroyed him? Isaiah must decide how much he’s
willing to sacrifice for the sport that gave him everything, even if playing football threatens to take away
his future."

American Street by Ibi Zoboi
Fiction: realistic

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "American Street is an evocative and powerful coming-of-age story perfect for fans
of Everything, Everything; Bone Gap; and All American Boys. In this stunning debut novel, Pushcartnominated author Ibi Zoboi draws on her own experience as a young Haitian immigrant, infusing this
lyrical exploration of America with magical realism and vodou culture. On the corner of American Street
and Joy Road, Fabiola Toussaint thought she would finally find une belle vie—a good life. But after they
leave Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Fabiola’s mother is detained by U.S. immigration, leaving Fabiola to navigate
her loud American cousins, Chantal, Donna, and Princess; the grittiness of Detroit’s west side; a new
school; and a surprising romance, all on her own. Just as she finds her footing in this strange new world, a
dangerous proposition presents itself, and Fabiola soon realizes that freedom comes at a cost. Trapped at
the crossroads of an impossible choice, will she pay the price for the American dream?"

The Power by Naomi Alderman
Fiction: literary fiction, dystopian/speculative Interest Level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "In THE POWER, the world is a recognizable place: there's a rich Nigerian boy who
lounges around the family pool; a foster kid whose religious parents hide their true nature; an ambitious
American politician; a tough London girl from a tricky family. But then a vital new force takes root and
flourishes, causing their lives to converge with devastating effect. Teenage girls now have immense
physical power--they can cause agonizing pain and even death. And, with this small twist of nature, the
world drastically resets. From award-winning author Naomi Alderman, THE POWER is speculative fiction
at its most ambitious and provocative, at once taking us on a thrilling journey to an alternate reality, and
exposing our own world in bold and surprising ways."

The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes (a Hunger
Games novel) by Suzanne Collins
Fiction: dystopian/science fiction

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "It is the morning of the reaping that will kick off the tenth annual Hunger Games.
In the Capitol, eighteen-year-old Coriolanus Snow is preparing for his one shot at glory as a mentor in
the Games. The once-mighty house of Snow has fallen on hard times, its fate hanging on the slender
chance that Coriolanus will be able to outcharm, outwit, and outmaneuver his fellow students to mentor
the winning tribute."
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Lab Girl by Hope Jahren
Nonfiction: memoir

Interest Level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "An illuminating debut memoir of a woman in science; a moving portrait of a
longtime friendship; and a stunningly fresh look at plants that will forever change how you see the
natural world Acclaimed scientist Hope Jahren has built three laboratories in which she’s studied trees,
flowers, seeds, and soil. Her first book is a revelatory treatise on plant life—but it is also so much more.
Lab Girl is a book about work, love, and the mountains that can be moved when those two things come
together. It is told through Jahren’s remarkable stories: about her childhood in rural Minnesota with an
uncompromising mother and a father who encouraged hours of play in his classroom’s labs; about how
she found a sanctuary in science, and learned to perform lab work done “with both the heart and the
hands”; and about the inevitable disappointments, but also the triumphs and exhilarating discoveries, of
scientific work. Yet at the core of this book is the story of a relationship Jahren forged with a brilliant,
wounded man named Bill, who becomes her lab partner and best friend. Their sometimes rogue
adventures in science take them from the Midwest across the United States and back again, over the
Atlantic to the ever-light skies of the North Pole and to tropical Hawaii, where she and her lab currently
make their home. Jahren’s probing look at plants, her astonishing tenacity of spirit, and her acute
insights on nature enliven every page of this extraordinary book. Lab Girl opens your eyes to the
beautiful, sophisticated mechanisms within every leaf, blade of grass, and flower petal. Here is an
eloquent demonstration of what can happen when you find the stamina, passion, and sense of sacrifice
needed to make a life out of what you truly love, as you discover along the way the person you were
meant to be."

Black Enough: Stories of Being Young and Black in
America by Ibi Zoboi
Short Stories

Interest Level: High school/Young adult

From the publisher: "Edited by National Book Award finalist Ibi Zoboi, and featuring some of the most
acclaimed bestselling Black authors writing for teens today—Black Enough is an essential collection of
captivating stories about what it’s like to be young and Black in America. Black is...sisters navigating their
relationship at summer camp in Portland, Oregon, as written by Renée Watson. Black is…three friends
walking back from the community pool talking about nothing and everything, in a story by Jason Reynolds.
Black is…Nic Stone’s high-class beauty dating a boy her momma would never approve of. Black is…two
girls kissing in Justina Ireland’s story set in Maryland. Black is urban and rural, wealthy and poor, mixed
race, immigrants, and more—because there are countless ways to be Black enough. Contributors: Justina
Ireland Varian Johnson Rita Williams-Garcia Dhonielle Clayton Kekla Magoon Leah Henderson Tochi
Onyebuchi Jason Reynolds Nic Stone Liara Tamani Renée Watson Tracey Baptiste Coe Booth Brandy
Colbert Jay Coles Ibi Zoboi Lamar Giles"

The Astonishing Color of After by Emily X.R. Pan
Fiction

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "A stunning, heartbreaking debut novel about grief, love, and family, perfect for
fans of Jandy Nelson and Celeste Ng. Leigh Chen Sanders is absolutely certain about one thing: When
her mother died by suicide, she turned into a bird. Leigh, who is half Asian and half white, travels to
Taiwan to meet her maternal grandparents for the first time. There, she is determined to find her
mother, the bird. In her search, she winds up chasing after ghosts, uncovering family secrets, and forging
a new relationship with her grandparents. And as she grieves, she must try to reconcile the fact that on
the same day she kissed her best friend and longtime secret crush, Axel, her mother was taking her own
life. Alternating between real and magic, past and present, friendship and romance, hope and despair,
The Astonishing Color of After is a stunning and heartbreaking novel about finding oneself through
family history, art, grief, and love."

Bloodleaf by Crystal Smith
Fiction: Fantasy

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "A roar of a dark and luscious epic fantasy that’s layered with heady romance,
bloodthirsty magic, and ghostly intrigue—an absolutely wicked delight. Princess Aurelia is a prisoner to her
crown and the heir that nobody wants. Surrounded by spirits and banned from using her blood-magic,
Aurelia flees her country after a devastating assassination attempt. To escape her fate, Aurelia disguises
herself as a commoner in a new land and discovers a happiness her crown has never allowed. As she
forges new bonds and perfects her magic, she begins to fall for a man who is forbidden to rule beside her.
But the ghosts that haunt Aurelia refuse to abandon her, and she finds herself succumbing to their call as
they expose a nefarious plot that only she can defeat. Will she be forced to choose between the weight of
the crown and the freedom of her new life?"
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Americanah by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
Literary fiction

Interest Level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "A powerful, tender story of race and identity by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, the
award-winning author of Half of a Yellow Sun. Ifemelu and Obinze are young and in love when they
depart military-ruled Nigeria for the West. Beautiful, self-assured Ifemelu heads for America, where
despite her academic success, she is forced to grapple with what it means to be black for the first time.
Quiet, thoughtful Obinze had hoped to join her, but with post-9/11 America closed to him, he instead
plunges into a dangerous, undocumented life in London. Fifteen years later, they reunite in a newly
democratic Nigeria, and reignite their passion—for each other and for their homeland."

A Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds
Fiction/Poetry: novel in verse

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "An ode to Put the Damn Guns Down, this is National Book Award finalist and New
York Times bestseller Jason Reynolds’s fiercely stunning novel that takes place in sixty potent seconds—
the time it takes a kid to decide whether or not he’s going to murder the guy who killed his brother.A
cannon. A strap. A piece. A biscuit. A burner. A heater. A chopper. A gat. A hammer A tool for RULE Or,
you can call it a gun. That’s what fifteen-year-old Will has shoved in the back waistband of his jeans. See,
his brother Shawn was just murdered. And Will knows the rules. No crying. No snitching. Revenge. That’s
where Will’s now heading, with that gun shoved in the back waistband of his jeans, the gun that was his
brother’s gun. He gets on the elevator, seventh floor, stoked. He knows who he’s after. Or does he? As
the elevator stops on the sixth floor, on comes Buck. Buck, Will finds out, is who gave Shawn the gun
before Will took the gun. Buck tells Will to check that the gun is even loaded. And that’s when Will sees
that one bullet is missing. And the only one who could have fired Shawn’s gun was Shawn. Huh. Will
didn’t know that Shawn had ever actually USED his gun. Bigger huh. BUCK IS DEAD. But Buck’s in the
elevator? Just as Will’s trying to think this through, the door to the next floor opens. A teenage girl gets
on, waves away the smoke from Dead Buck’s cigarette. Will doesn’t know her, but she knew him. Knew.
When they were eight. And stray bullets had cut through the playground, and Will had tried to cover her,
but she was hit anyway, and so what she wants to know, on that fifth floor elevator stop, is, what if Will,
Will with the gun shoved in the back waistband of his jeans, MISSES. And so it goes, the whole long way
down, as the elevator stops on each floor, and at each stop someone connected to his brother gets on
to give Will a piece to a bigger story than the one he thinks he knows. A story that might never know an
END…if WILL gets off that elevator. Told in short, fierce staccato narrative verse, Long Way Down is a fast
and furious, dazzlingly brilliant look at teenage gun violence, as could only be told by Jason Reynolds."

Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the
Universe by Benjamin Alire Saenze
Fiction: realistic

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "A lyrical novel about family and friendship from critically acclaimed author
Benjamin Alire Sáenz.Aristotle is an angry teen with a brother in prison. Dante is a know-it-all who has an
unusual way of looking at the world. When the two meet at the swimming pool, they seem to have
nothing in common. But as the loners start spending time together, they discover that they share a
special friendship—the kind that changes lives and lasts a lifetime. And it is through this friendship that
Ari and Dante will learn the most important truths about themselves and the kind of people they want to
be."

Clap When You Land by Elizabeth Acevedo
Fiction/Poetry: novel in verse

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "In a novel-in-verse that brims with grief and love, National Book Award-winning
and New York Times-bestselling author Elizabeth Acevedo writes about the devastation of loss, the
difficulty of forgiveness, and the bittersweet bonds that shape our lives. Camino Rios lives for the
summers when her father visits her in the Dominican Republic. But this time, on the day when his plane
is supposed to land, Camino arrives at the airport to see crowds of crying people… In New York City,
Yahaira Rios is called to the principal’s office, where her mother is waiting to tell her that her father, her
hero, has died in a plane crash. Separated by distance—and Papi’s secrets—the two girls are forced to
face a new reality in which their father is dead and their lives are forever altered. And then, when it
seems like they’ve lost everything of their father, they learn of each other."
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Barely Missing Everything by Matt Mendez
Fiction: realistic

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "In the tradition of Jason Reynolds and Matt de la Peña, this heartbreaking, no-holdsbarred debut novel told from three points of view explores how difficult it is to make it in life when you—your
life, brown lives—don’t matter. Juan has plans. He’s going to get out of El Paso, Texas, on a basketball
scholarship and make something of himself—or at least find something better than his mom Fabi’s cruddy
apartment, her string of loser boyfriends, and a dead dad. Basketball is going to be his ticket out, his ticket
up. He just needs to make it happen. His best friend JD has plans, too. He’s going to be a filmmaker one day,
like Quinten Tarantino or Guillermo del Toro (NOT Steven Spielberg). He’s got a camera and he’s got passion
—what else could he need? Fabi doesn’t have a plan anymore. When you get pregnant at sixteen and have
been stuck bartending to make ends meet for the past seventeen years, you realize plans don’t always pan
out, and that there some things you just can’t plan for… Like Juan’s run-in with the police, like a sprained
ankle, and a tanking math grade that will likely ruin his chance at a scholarship. Like JD causing the implosion
of his family. Like letters from a man named Mando on death row. Like finding out this man could be the
father your mother said was dead. Soon Juan and JD are embarking on a Thelma and Louise–like road trip to
visit Mando. Juan will finally meet his dad, JD has a perfect subject for his documentary, and Fabi is desperate
to stop them. But, as we already know, there are some things you just can’t plan for…"

Give Me Some Truth by Eric Gansworth
Fiction: realistic

Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "A powerful new book from Eric Gansworth, author of If I Ever Get Out of Here,
that speaks the truth on race, relationships, and rock from two unforgettable perspectives."

Station Eleven by Emily St. John Mandel
Literary fiction: dystopian/speculative

Interest Level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "An audacious, darkly glittering novel set in the eerie days of civilization’s
collapse, Station Eleven tells the spellbinding story of a Hollywood star, his would-be savior, and a
nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered outposts of the Great Lakes region, risking
everything for art and humanity. One snowy night Arthur Leander, a famous actor, has a heart attack
onstage during a production of King Lear. Jeevan Chaudhary, a paparazzo-turned-EMT, is in the
audience and leaps to his aid. A child actress named Kirsten Raymonde watches in horror as Jeevan
performs CPR, pumping Arthur’s chest as the curtain drops, but Arthur is dead. That same night, as
Jeevan walks home from the theater, a terrible flu begins to spread. Hospitals are flooded and
Jeevan and his brother barricade themselves inside an apartment, watching out the window as cars
clog the highways, gunshots ring out, and life disintegrates around them. Fifteen years later, Kirsten
is an actress with the Traveling Symphony. Together, this small troupe moves between the
settlements of an altered world, performing Shakespeare and music for scattered communities of
survivors. Written on their caravan, and tattooed on Kirsten’s arm is a line from Star Trek: “Because
survival is insufficient.” But when they arrive in St. Deborah by the Water, they encounter a violent
prophet who digs graves for anyone who dares to leave. Spanning decades, moving back and forth
in time, and vividly depicting life before and after the pandemic, this suspenseful, elegiac novel is rife
with beauty. As Arthur falls in and out of love, as Jeevan watches the newscasters say their final
good-byes, and as Kirsten finds herself caught in the crosshairs of the prophet, we see the strange
twists of fate that connect them all. A novel of art, memory, and ambition, Station Eleven tells a story
about the relationships that sustain us, the ephemeral nature of fame, and the beauty of the world
as we know it. ."

Patron Saints of Nothing by Randy Ribay
Fiction: realistic

Interest level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "When 17-year-old Jay Reguero learns his Filipino cousin and former best friend,
Jun, was murdered as part of President Duterte's war on drugs, he flies to the Philippines to learn more
in this gripping page-turning portrayal of the struggle to reconcile faith, family, and immigrant identity."
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The Far Away Brothers: Two Teenage
Immigrants Making a Life in America by Lauren
Markham
Nonfiction: immigration
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Interest Level: Adult crossover (See also: version adapted for young adults)

From the publisher: "The inspiring true story about identical twin teenage brothers who escape El
Salvador's violence to build new lives in California as undocumented immigrants, perfect for fans of
Enrique's Journey and anyone interested in learning about the issues that underlie today's conversations
about DACA and immigration reform. Ernesto and Raúl Flores are identical twins, used to being mistaken
for each other. As seventeen-year-olds living in rural El Salvador, they think the United States is just a faroff dream--it's too risky, too expensive to start a life there. But when Ernesto ends up on the wrong side
of MS-13, one of El Salvador's brutal gangs, he flees the country for his own safety. Raúl, fearing that he
will be mistaken for his brother, follows close behind. Running from one danger to the next, the Flores
twins make the harrowing journey north, crossing the Rio Grande and the Texas desert only to fall into
the hands of immigration authorities. When they finally make it to the custody of their older brother in
Oakland, California, the difficulties don't end. While navigating a new school in a new language, struggling
to pay off their mounting coyote debt, and anxiously waiting for their day in immigration court, Raul and
Ernesto are also trying to lead normal teenage lives--dealing with girls, social media, and fitting in. With
only each other for support, they begin the process of carving out a life for themselves, one full of hope
and possibility."

When We Were Lost by Kevin Wignall
Fiction: action/adventure

Interest level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "Survival. It's a concept these high school students never had to consider--until
their plane crashes in a remote rainforest with no adults left alive. With many of them falling prey to
threats from both the jungle and man, they soon realize that danger comes in many sinister forms. Tom
Calloway didn't want to go on a field trip to Costa Rica, but circumstances had him ending up sitting in
the back of the plane--which was the only part that was intact after the crash in the remote South
American wilderness. Tom and a small group of his classmates are fortunate to be alive, but their luck
quickly runs out when some of them fall prey to the unfamiliar threats of the jungle--animals, reptiles,
insects, and even the unforgiving heat. Every decision they make could mean life or death. As the days
go by and the survivors' desperation grows, things get even more perilous. Not everyone can cope with
the trauma of seeing their friends die, and a struggle for leadership soon pits them against each other.
And when they come across evidence of other people in the middle of the rainforest, does that mean
they're safe--or has their survival come to an even more vicious end?"

A Very Large Expanse of Sea by Tahereh Mafi
Fiction: realistic

Interest Level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Shatter
Me series comes a powerful, heartrending contemporary novel about fear, first love, and the
devastating impact of prejudice. It’s 2002, a year after 9/11. It’s an extremely turbulent time
politically, but especially so for someone like Shirin, a sixteen-year-old Muslim girl who’s tired of
being stereotyped. Shirin is never surprised by how horrible people can be. She’s tired of the rude
stares, the degrading comments—even the physical violence—she endures as a result of her race,
her religion, and the hijab she wears every day. So she’s built up protective walls and refuses to let
anyone close enough to hurt her. Instead, she drowns her frustrations in music and spends her
afternoons break-dancing with her brother. But then she meets Ocean James. He’s the first person
in forever who really seems to want to get to know Shirin. It terrifies her—they seem to come from
two irreconcilable worlds—and Shirin has had her guard up for so long that she’s not sure she’ll ever
be able to let it down."

There There by Tommy Orange
Literary Fiction

Interest level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "Here is a voice we have never heard--a voice full of poetry and rage, exploding
onto the page with stunning urgency and force. Here is a story of several people, each of whom has
private reasons for travelling to the Big Oakland Powwow. Jacquie Red Feather is newly sober and trying
to make it back to the family she left behind in shame. Dene Oxendene is pulling his life together after
his uncle's death and has come to work at the powwow to honour his uncle's memory. Opal Viola
Victoria Bear Shield has come to watch her nephew Orvil Red Feather, who has taught himself traditional
Indian dance through YouTube videos and has come to the powwow to dance in public for the very first
time. There will be glorious communion, and a spectacle of sacred tradition and pageantry. And there
will be sacrifice, and heroism, and unspeakable loss. Fierce, angry, funny, heartbreaking, There There is a
relentlessly paced multi-generational story about violence and recovery, memory and identity, and the
beauty and despair woven into the history of a nation and its people. An unforgettable debut."
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Neanderthal Opens the Door to the Universe by
Preston Norton
Fiction: realistic Interest level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "Cliff Hubbard is a huge loser. Literally. His nickname at Happy Valley High School
is Neanderthal because he's so enormous at 6'6" and 250 pounds to be exact. He has no one at school
and life in his trailer park home has gone from bad to worse ever since his older brother's suicide.
There's no one Cliff hates more than the nauseatingly cool quarterback, Aaron Zimmerman. Then Aaron
returns to school after a near-death experience with a bizarre claim: while he was unconscious he saw
God, who gave him a list of things to do to make Happy Valley High suck less. And God said there's only
one person who can help: Neanderthal. To his own surprise, Cliff says he's in. As he and Aaron make
their way through the List, which involves a vindictive English teacher, a mysterious computer hacker, a
decidedly unchristian cult of Jesus Teens, the local drug dealers, and the meanest bully at HVHS--Cliff
feels like he's part of something for the first time since losing his brother. But fixing a broken school isn't
as simple as it seems, and just when Cliff thinks they've completed the List, he realizes their mission hits
closer to home than he ever imagined. Razor sharp, moving, and outrageously funny, Neanderthal
Opens the Door to the Universe is an unforgettable story of letting enough light in to find your place in a
vast cosmos."

Dread Nation by Justina Ireland
Fiction: science fiction

Interest level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "At once provocative, terrifying, and darkly subversive, Dread Nation is Justina
Ireland's stunning vision of an America both foreign and familiar—a country on the brink, at the
explosive crossroads where race, humanity, and survival meet. Jane McKeene was born two days before
the dead began to walk the battlefields of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania—derailing the War Between the
States and changing the nation forever. In this new America, safety for all depends on the work of a few,
and laws like the Native and Negro Education Act require certain children attend combat schools to
learn to put down the dead. But there are also opportunities—and Jane is studying to become an
Attendant, trained in both weaponry and etiquette to protect the well-to-do. It's a chance for a better life
for Negro girls like Jane. After all, not even being the daughter of a wealthy white Southern woman could
save her from society’s expectations. But that’s not a life Jane wants. Almost finished with her education
at Miss Preston's School of Combat in Baltimore, Jane is set on returning to her Kentucky home and
doesn’t pay much mind to the politics of the eastern cities, with their talk of returning America to the
glory of its days before the dead rose. But when families around Baltimore County begin to go missing,
Jane is caught in the middle of a conspiracy, one that finds her in a desperate fight for her life against
some powerful enemies. And the restless dead, it would seem, are the least of her problems."

A Good Girl's Guide to Murder by Holly Jackson
Fiction: mystery Interest level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "For readers of Kara Thomas and Karen McManus, an addictive, twisty crime
thriller with shades of Serial and Making a Murderer about a closed local murder case that doesn't add
up, and a girl who's determined to find the real killer--but not everyone wants her meddling in the past.
Everyone in Fairview knows the story. Pretty and popular high school senior Andie Bell was murdered by
her boyfriend, Sal Singh, who then killed himself. It was all anyone could talk about. And five years later,
Pip sees how the tragedy still haunts her town. But she can't shake the feeling that there was more to
what happened that day. She knew Sal when she was a child, and he was always so kind to her. How
could he possibly have been a killer? Now a senior herself, Pip decides to reexamine the closed case for
her final project, at first just to cast doubt on the original investigation. But soon she discovers a trail of
dark secrets that might actually prove Sal innocent . . . and the line between past and present begins to
blur. Someone in Fairview doesn't want Pip digging around for answers, and now her own life might be
in danger. This is the story of an investigation turned obsession, full of twists and turns and with an
ending you'll never expect."

Here to Stay by Sara Farizan
Fiction: realistic

Interest level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "Bijan Majidi is: Shy around girls. Really into comics. Decent at basketball. Bijan
Majidi is not: A terrorist What happens when a kid who’s flown under the radar for most of high school
gets pulled off the bench to make the winning basket in a varsity playoff game? If his name is Bijan
Majidi, life is suddenly high fives in the hallways and invitations to exclusive parties—along with an
anonymous photo sent by a school cyberbully that makes Bijan look like a terrorist. The administration
says they’ll find and punish the culprit. Bijan wants to pretend it never happened. He’s not ashamed of
his Middle Eastern heritage; he just doesn’t want to be a poster child for Islamophobia. Lots of
classmates rally around Bijan. Others make it clear they don’t want him or anybody who looks like him
at their school. But it’s not always easy to tell your enemies from your friends. Here to Stay is a
painfully honest, funny, authentic story about growing up, speaking out, and fighting prejudice."

Sadie by Courtney Summers
Fiction: mystery

Interest level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "A missing girl on a journey of revenge. A Serial—like podcast following the clues
she's left behind. And an ending you won't be able to stop talking about. Sadie hasn't had an easy life.
Growing up on her own, she's been raising her sister Mattie in an isolated small town, trying her best to
provide a normal life and keep their heads above water. But when Mattie is found dead, Sadie's entire
world crumbles. After a somewhat botched police investigation, Sadie is determined to bring her sister's
killer to justice and hits the road following a few meager clues to find him. When West McCray—a radio
personality working on a segment about small, forgotten towns in America—overhears Sadie's story at a
local gas station, he becomes obsessed with finding the missing girl. He starts his own podcast as he
tracks Sadie's journey, trying to figure out what happened, hoping to find her before it's too late.
Courtney Summers has written the breakout book of her career. Sadie is propulsive and harrowing and
will keep you riveted until the last page."

March: Book 1 by John Lewis
Fiction: graphic memoir

Interest level: High school/young adult
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From the publisher: "Congressman John Lewis (GA-5) is an American icon, one of the
key figures of the civil rights movement. His commitment to justice and nonviolence has
taken him from an Alabama sharecropperês farm to the halls of Congress, from a
segregated schoolroom to the 1963 March on Washington, and from receiving beatings
from state troopers to receiving the Medal of Freedom from the first African-American
president. Now, to share his remarkable story with new generations, Lewis presents
March, a graphic novel trilogy, in collaboration with co-writer Andrew Aydin and New York
Times best-selling artist Nate Powell (winner of the Eisner Award and LA Times Book Prize
finalist for Swallow Me Whole). March is a vivid first-hand account of John Lewisê lifelong
struggle for civil and human rights, meditating in the modern age on the distance
traveled since the days of Jim Crow and segregation. Rooted in Lewisê personal story, it
also reflects on the highs and lows of the broader civil rights movement. Book One spans
John Lewisê youth in rural Alabama, his life-changing meeting with Martin Luther King, Jr.,
the birth of the Nashville Student Movement, and their battle to tear down segregation
through nonviolent lunch counter sit-ins, building to a stunning climax on the steps of
City Hall. Many years ago, John Lewis and other student activists drew inspiration from
the 1958 comic book Martin Luther King and the Montgomery Story. Now, his own
comics bring those days to life for a new audience, testifying to a movement whose
echoes will be heard for generations."

On the Come Up by Angie Thomas
Fiction: realistic

Interest level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "This is the highly anticipated second novel by Angie Thomas, the author of the
#1 New York Times bestselling, award-winning The Hate U Give. Sixteen-year-old Bri wants to be one of
the greatest rappers of all time. Or at least win her first battle. As the daughter of an underground hip
hop legend who died right before he hit big, Bri's got massive shoes to fill. But it's hard to get your come
up when you're labeled a hoodlum at school, and your fridge at home is empty after your mom loses her
job. So Bri pours her anger and frustration into her first song, which goes viral...for all the wrong
reasons. Bri soon finds herself at the center of a controversy, portrayed by the media as more menace
than MC. But with an eviction notice staring her family down, Bri doesn't just want to make it--she has
to. Even if it means becoming the very thing the public has made her out to be. Insightful, unflinching,
and full of heart, On the Come Up is an ode to hip hop from one of the most influential literary voices of
a generation. It is the story of fighting for your dreams, even as the odds are stacked against you; and
about how, especially for young black people, freedom of speech isn't always free."

Tradition by Brendan Kiely
Fiction: realistic Interest Level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "From New York Times bestselling and award-winning author Brendan Kiely, a
stunning new novel that explores the insidious nature of tradition at a prestigious boarding school.
Prestigious. Powerful. Privileged. This is Fullbrook Academy, an elite prep school where history looms in
the leafy branches over its brick walkways. But some traditions upheld in its hallowed halls are
profoundly dangerous. [...] As Jules and Jamie’s lives intertwine, and the pressures to play by the rules
and remain silent about the school’s secrets intensify, they see Fullbrook for what it really is. That
tradition, a word Fullbrook hides behind, can be ugly, even violent. Ultimately, Jules and Jamie are faced
with the difficult question: can they stand together against classmates—and an institution—who believe
they can do no wrong?"
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Salvage the Bones by Jesmyn Ward
Literary fiction

Interest level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "A hurricane is building over the Gulf of Mexico, threatening the coastal town of
Bois Sauvage, Mississippi, and Esch's father is growing concerned. He's a hard drinker, largely absent,
and it isn't often he worries about the family. Esch and her three brothers are stocking up on food, but
there isn't much to save. Lately, Esch can't keep down what food she gets; at fifteen, she has just
realized that she's pregnant. Her brother Skeetah is sneaking scraps for his prized pit bull's new litter,
dying one by one. Meanwhile, brothers Randall and Junior try to stake their claim in a family long on
child's play and short on parenting. As the twelve days that make up the novel's framework yield to a
dramatic conclusion, this unforgettable family - motherless children sacrificing for one another as they
can, protecting and nurturing where love is scarce - pulls itself up to face another day."

Monday's Not Coming by Tiffany Jackson
Fiction: mystery

Interest level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "From the critically acclaimed author of Allegedly, Tiffany D. Jackson, comes a
gripping new novel perfect for fans of E. Lockhart and Gillian Flynn about the mystery of one teenage
girl’s disappearance and the traumatic effects of the truth. Monday Charles is missing, and only
Claudia seems to notice. Claudia and Monday have always been inseparable—more sisters than
friends. So when Monday doesn’t turn up for the first day of school, Claudia’s worried. When she
doesn’t show for the second day, or second week, Claudia knows that something is wrong. Monday
wouldn’t just leave her to endure tests and bullies alone. Not after last year’s rumors and not with her
grades on the line. Now Claudia needs her best—and only—friend more than ever. But Monday’s
mother refuses to give Claudia a straight answer, and Monday’s sister April is even less help. As
Claudia digs deeper into her friend’s disappearance, she discovers that no one seems to remember
the last time they saw Monday. How can a teenage girl just vanish without anyone noticing that she’s
gone?"

This Mortal Coil by Emily Suvada
Fiction: action, science fiction

Interest level: High schol, young adult

From the publisher: "In this gripping debut novel, seventeen-year-old Cat must use her genehacking skills to decode her late father's message concealing a vaccine to a horrifying plague. Catarina
Agatta is a hacker. She can cripple mainframes and crash through firewalls, but that's not what makes
her special. In Cat's world, people are implanted with technology to recode their DNA, allowing them
to change their bodies in any way they want. And Cat happens to be a gene-hacking genius. That's no
surprise, since Cat's father is Dr. Lachlan Agatta, a legendary geneticist who may be the last hope for
defeating a plague that has brought humanity to the brink of extinction. But during the outbreak,
Lachlan was kidnapped by a shadowy organization called Cartaxus, leaving Cat to survive the last two
years on her own. When a Cartaxus soldier, Cole, arrives with news that her father has been killed,
Cat's instincts tell her it's just another Cartaxus lie. But Cole also brings a message: before Lachlan
died, he managed to create a vaccine, and Cole needs Cat's help to release it and save the human
race. Now Cat must decide who she can trust: The soldier with secrets of his own? The father who
made her promise to hide from Cartaxus at all costs? In a world where nature itself can be rewritten,
how much can she even trust herself?"

The Grace Year by Kim Liggett
Fiction: science fiction/speculative fiction

Interest level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "Survive the year. No one speaks of the grace year. It's forbidden. In Garner
County, girls are told they have the power to lure grown men from their beds, to drive women mad with
jealousy. They believe their very skin emits a powerful aphrodisiac, the potent essence of youth, of a girl
on the edge of womanhood. That's why they're banished for their sixteenth year, to release their magic
into the wild so they can return purified and ready for marriage. But not all of them will make it home
alive. Sixteen-year-old Tierney James dreams of a better life--a society that doesn't pit friend against
friend or woman against woman, but as her own grace year draws near, she quickly realizes that it's not
just the brutal elements they must fear. It's not even the poachers in the woods, men who are waiting
for a chance to grab one of the girls in order to make a fortune on the black market. Their greatest
threat may very well be each other. With sharp prose and gritty realism, The Grace Year examines the
complex and sometimes twisted relationships between girls, the women they eventually become, and
the difficult decisions they make in-between.."
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Craig & Fred: A Marine, A Stray Dog, and How
they Rescued Each Other by Craig Grossi
Nonfiction: memoir
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Interest level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "The uplifting and unforgettable true story of a US Marine, the stray dog he met
on an Afghan battlefield, and how they saved each other and now travel America together, "spreading
the message of stubborn positivity." In 2010, Sergeant Craig Grossi was doing intelligence work for
Marine RECON—the most elite fighters in the Corps—in a remote part of Afghanistan. While on patrol,
he spotted a young dog "with a big goofy head and little legs" who didn’t seem vicious or run in a pack
like most strays they’d encountered. After eating a piece of beef jerky Craig offered—against military
regulations—the dog began to follow him. "Looks like you made a friend," another Marine yelled. Grossi
heard, "Looks like a 'Fred.'" The name stuck, and a beautiful, life-changing friendship was forged. Fred
not only stole Craig’s heart; he won over the RECON fighters, who helped Craig smuggle the dog into
heavily fortified Camp Leatherneck in a duffel bag—risking jail and Fred’s life. With the help of a crew of
DHL workers, a sympathetic vet, and a military dog handler, Fred eventually made it to Craig’s family in
Virginia. Months later, when Craig returned to the U.S., it was Fred’s turn to save the wounded Marine
from Post-Traumatic Stress. Today, Craig and Fred are touching lives nationwide, from a swampy
campground in a Louisiana State Park to the streets of Portland, Oregon, and everywhere in between. A
poignant and inspiring tale of hope, resilience, and optimism, with a timeless message at its heart—"it is
not what happens to us that matters, but how we respond to it"—Craig & Fred is a shining example of
the power of love to transform our hearts and our lives."

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks by Rebecca
Skloot
Nonfiction: biography

Interest level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "Her name was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa. She was a poor
black tobacco farmer whose cells—taken without her knowledge in 1951—became one of the most
important tools in medicine, vital for developing the polio vaccine, cloning, gene mapping, and more.
Henrietta's cells have been bought and sold by the billions, yet she remains virtually unknown, and her
family can't afford health insurance. This phenomenal New York Times bestseller tells a riveting story of
the collision between ethics, race, and medicine; of scientific discovery and faith healing; and of a
daughter consumed with questions about the mother she never knew."

Heroine by Mindy McGinnis
Fiction: sports

Interest level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "A captivating and powerful exploration of the opioid crisis—the deadliest drug
epidemic in American history—through the eyes of a college-bound softball star. Edgar Award-winning
author Mindy McGinnis delivers a visceral and necessary novel about addiction, family, friendship, and
hope. When a car crash sidelines Mickey just before softball season, she has to find a way to hold on to
her spot as the catcher for a team expected to make a historic tournament run. Behind the plate is the
only place she’s ever felt comfortable, and the painkillers she’s been prescribed can help her get there.
The pills do more than take away pain; they make her feel good. With a new circle of friends—fellow
injured athletes, others with just time to kill—Mickey finds peaceful acceptance, and people with whom
words come easily, even if it is just the pills loosening her tongue. But as the pressure to be Mickey
Catalan heightens, her need increases, and it becomes less about pain and more about want, something
that could send her spiraling out of control."

Eleanor and Park by Rainbow Rowell
Fiction: love stories Interest Lvel: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two starcrossed misfits—smart enough to know that first love almost never lasts, but brave and desperate
enough to try. When Eleanor meets Park, you’ll remember your own first love—and just how hard it
pulled you under."
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Little Fires Everywhere by Celeste Ng
Literary Fiction Interest level: Adult crossover
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From the publisher: "In Shaker Heights, a placid, progressive suburb of Cleveland, everything is
planned – from the layout of the winding roads, to the colors of the houses, to the successful lives its
residents will go on to lead. And no one embodies this spirit more than Elena Richardson, whose guiding
principle is playing by the rules. Enter Mia Warren – an enigmatic artist and single mother – who arrives
in this idyllic bubble with her teenaged daughter Pearl, and rents a house from the Richardsons. Soon
Mia and Pearl become more than tenants: all four Richardson children are drawn to the motherdaughter pair. But Mia carries with her a mysterious past and a disregard for the status quo that
threatens to upend this carefully ordered community.When old family friends of the
Richardsons attempt to adopt a Chinese-American baby, a custody battle erupts that dramatically
divides the town--and puts Mia and Elena on opposing sides. Suspicious of Mia and her motives, Elena
is determined to uncover the secrets in Mia's past. But her obsession will come at unexpected and
devastating costs. Little Fires Everywhere explores the weight of secrets, the nature of art and identity,
and the ferocious pull of motherhood – and the danger of believing that following the rules can avert
disaster."

Carry On: A Story of Resilience, Redemption,
and an Unlikely Family by Lisa Fenn
Nonfiction: memoir
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Interest level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "In the spirit of The Blind Side and Friday Night Lights comes a tender and
profoundly moving memoir about an ESPN producer’s unexpected relationship with two disabled
wrestlers from inner city Cleveland, and how these bonds—blossoming, ultimately, into a most
unorthodox family—would transform their lives. When award-winning ESPN producer Lisa Fenn
returned to her hometown for a story about two wrestlers at one of Cleveland’s toughest public high
schools, she had no idea that the trip would change her life. Both young men were disadvantaged
students with significant physical disabilities. Dartanyon Crockett was legally blind as a result of Leber’s
disease; Leroy Sutton lost both his legs at eleven, when he was run over by a train. Brought together
by wrestling, they had developed a brother-like bond as they worked to overcome their disabilities.
After forming a profound connection with Dartanyon and Leroy, Fenn realized she couldn't just walk
away when filming ended; these boys had had to overcome the odds too many times. Instead, Fenn
dedicated herself to ensuring their success long after the reporting was finished and the story aired—
and an unlikely family of three was formed. The years ahead would be fraught with complex
challenges, but Fenn stayed with the boys every step of the way—teaching them essential life skills,
helping them heal old wounds and traumatic pasts, and providing the first steady and consistent
support system they’d ever had. This powerful memoir is one of love, hope, faith, and strength—a
story about an unusual family and the courage to carry on, even in the most extraordinary
circumstances."

Girls with Sharp Sticks by Suzanne Young
Fiction: speculative/dystopian

Interest level: High school/young adult

From the publisher: "Westworld meets The Handmaid’s Tale in this start to a thrilling, subversive
near future series from New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Young about a girls-only private
high school that is far more than it appears to be. Some of the prettiest flowers have the sharpest
thorns. The Girls of Innovations Academy are beautiful and well-behaved—it says so on their report
cards. Under the watchful gaze of their Guardian, they receive a well-rounded education that promises
to make them better. Obedient girls, free from arrogance or defiance. Free from troublesome
opinions or individual interests. But the girls’ carefully controlled existence may not be quite as it
appears. As Mena and her friends uncover the dark secrets of what’s actually happening there—and
who they really are—the girls of Innovations Academy will learn to fight back. Bringing the trademark
plot twists and high-octane drama that made The Program a bestselling and award-winning series,
Suzanne Young launches a new series that confronts some of today’s most pressing ethical
questions."

Scythe by Neal Shusterman
Fiction: Dystopian/science fiction Interest level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "A world with no hunger, no disease, no war, no misery: humanity has
conquered all those things, and has even conquered death. Now Scythes are the only ones who can
end life—and they are commanded to do so, in order to keep the size of the population under
control.Citra and Rowan are chosen to apprentice to a scythe—a role that neither wants. These teens
must master the “art” of taking life, knowing that the consequence of failure could mean losing their
own.Scythe is the first novel of a thrilling new series by National Book Award–winning author Neal
Shusterman in which Citra and Rowan learn that a perfect world comes only with a heavy price."

Kindred by Octavia Butler
Fiction: Science fiction, historical Interest level: Adult crossover

From the publisher: "The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along with her Black female hero
—through time to face the horrors of slavery and explore the impacts of racism, sexism, and white
supremacy then and now.Dana, a modern black woman, is celebrating her twenty-sixth birthday with
her new husband when she is snatched abruptly from her home in California and transported to the
antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been
summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back repeatedly through time to the slave quarters, and each
time the stay grows longer, more arduous, and more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not
Dana's life will end, long before it has a chance to begin."

Slay by Brittney Morris
Fiction: Realistic Interest level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "Ready Player One meets The Hate U Give in this dynamite debut novel that
follows a fierce teen game developer as she battles a real-life troll intent on ruining the Black Panther–
inspired video game she created and the safe community it represents for Black gamers.By day,
seventeen-year-old Kiera Johnson is an honors student, a math tutor, and one of the only Black kids at
Jefferson Academy. But at home, she joins hundreds of thousands of Black gamers who duel
worldwide as Nubian personas in the secret multiplayer online role-playing card game, SLAY. No one
knows Kiera is the game developer, not her friends, her family, not even her boyfriend, Malcolm, who
believes video games are partially responsible for the “downfall of the Black man.” But when a teen in
Kansas City is murdered over a dispute in the SLAY world, news of the game reaches mainstream
media, and SLAY is labeled a racist, exclusionist, violent hub for thugs and criminals. Even worse, an
anonymous troll infiltrates the game, threatening to sue Kiera for “anti-white discrimination.” Driven to
save the only world in which she can be herself, Kiera must preserve her secret identity and harness
what it means to be unapologetically Black in a world intimidated by Blackness. But can she protect
her game without losing herself in the process?"

Tyler Johnson Was Here by Jay Coles
Fiction: Realistic Interest level: High school, young adult

From the publisher: "When Marvin Johnson's twin, Tyler, goes to a party, Marvin decides to tag along
to keep an eye on his brother. But what starts as harmless fun turns into a shooting, followed by a
police raid.The next day, Tyler has gone missing, and it's up to Marvin to find him. But when Tyler is
found dead, a video leaked online tells an even more chilling story: Tyler has been shot and killed by a
police officer. Terrified as his mother unravels and mourning a brother who is now a hashtag, Marvin
must learn what justice and freedom really mean.Tyler Johnson Was Here is a powerful and moving
portrait of youth and family that speaks to the serious issues of today--from gun control to the Black
Lives Matter movement."

